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August 29, 2020
1) Manager-CRD,
BSE Ltd.,
Phiroze Jeejeebhoy Towers,
Dalal Street,
Mumbai-400001

Re: Jagran Prakashan Limited
Scrip Code: 532705
ISIN No.: INE199G01027

2) Listing Manager,
National Stock Exchange oflndia Ltd.,
'Exchange Plaza'
Bandra Kurla Complex,
Bandra (E),
Mumbai-400 051

Re: Jagran Prakashan Limited
Symbol: JAGRAN
ISIN No.: INE199G0I027

Dear Sir/ Madam,
Sub.: Newspaper Advertisement - Disclosure under Regulation 30 of the SEBI (Listing Obligations
and Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015 ("Listing Regulations")
In continuation with our letter dated August 28, 2020 and pursuant to Regulation 30 read with Schedule
III of the Listing Regulations, please find enclosed herewith the copies of the Notice published in
Business Standard ("English") and Dainik Jagran ("Hindi") both dated August 29, 2020 confirming,
inter-alia:1.
2.
3.

111

the completion of dispatch of Notice of the 44 Annual General Meeting and Annual Report for the
financial year 2019-20;
Relevant date for voting through electronic means and e-voting information; and
111
Book Closure details for 44 Annual General Meeting of the Company.

The said newspaper advertisements have also been uploaded on our corporate website, www.jplcorp.in.
Kindly take the same in your record.
Thanking you
,
Yours faithfully
For Jagran Prakashan Limited

Amit Jaiswal
Company Secretary and Compliance Officer
Membership No.: F5863
Encl.: As above
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6 Opposition-ruled states
move SC over NEET, JEE
Congress, TMC, JMM, NCP and Shiv Sena seek postponement of exams
PRESS TRUST OF INDIA
New Delhi, 28 Augsut

M

inisters
of
six
Opposition-ruled
states moved the
Supreme Court Friday against
its order allowing holding of
NEET and JEE physically,
saying it failed to secure students' “right to life” and
ignored “teething logistical
difficulties” to be faced in conducting them during the
Covid-19 pandemic.
The apex court’s August 17
order allowing the exams has
become a political battle as
the ministers from the six
states — ruled by parties like
Congress, TMC, JMM, NCP
and Shiv Sena — sought postponement of the exams “in a
manner that achieves the twin
objectives of ensuring that the
academic year of the students
is not wasted and their health
and safety is not compromised.” The review plea has
been filed by ministers from
West Bengal (Moloy Ghatak),
Jharkhand
(Rameshwar
Oraon), Rajasthan (Raghu
Sharma),
Chhattisgarh
(Amarjeet Bhagat), Punjab (B
S Sidhu) and Maharashtra
(Uday Ravindra Sawant).
The plea, filed through
advocate Sunil Fernandes,
said the apex court order fails
to satisfy the safety and security concerns of students who
have to appear for the exams.
The top court had refused

TMC Chhatra Parishad activists during a protest in Kolkata
against the central government for conducting NEET and JEE
PHOTO: PTI
exams amid the coronavirus pandemic

to interfere with the conduct
of the medical and engineering entrance exams, saying
that life must go on and students can't lose a precious
year due to the pandemic.
National Testing Agency
(NTA), which conducts both
the exams, has decided to
hold NEET on September 13
and JEE Main for entrance to
under-graduate Engineering
Colleges and Institutes from
September 1 to 6. The apex
court had dismissed a plea by
one Sayantan Biswas and others seeking direction to NTA
to postpone them after
Solicitor General Tushar
Mehta assured that all safeguards would be taken.
Terming the decision to
conduct exam as irrational,
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Energy majors ...
Gautam Adani, chairman, Adani
Enterprises, in a LinkedIn post in January
announced that the Group would invest
over 70 per cent of the budgeted capex of
its energy vertical into clean energy and
energy-efficient systems. “We will achieve
our target of 25GW by 2025. This will help
India achieve its COP21 targets much
before the deadline of 2030, and from the
Group’s point of view, we will become carbon neutral,” said an Adani Group
spokesperson.
In an earnings call, Prashant Jain, joint
managing director and chief executive
officer for JSW Energy, said, “In the next
three to five years, we will be a 10 GW company, which we were earlier spelling out
as a mix of thermal and renewable. But
now we will achieve this in the renewable
space.”
Last week, JSW Solar won an 810 MW
‘wind blended solar’ power project in an
auction held by the Solar Energy
Corporation of India (SECI) at a tariff of
~3 a unit.
Tata Power, too, is targeting a 60 per
cent renewable portfolio by 2025, to be
upped to 75 per cent by 2030 and an
entirely non-carbon portfolio by 2050.
Currently, clean energy accounts for 30
per cent of Tata Power’s portfolio. “We are
going all out for renewables, including
solar pumps, micro grids and so on, and
want to become the top player across the
value chain,” Sinha from Tata Power said.
Tata Power’s planned InvIT has about
2.6 GW of operating plants and 1.5 GW of
capacity in the pipeline, taking the total
capacity to 4.1 GW. The company said that
apart from adding capacity in renewables
in the next five years, it will also scale up
its solar cells and module manufacturing
business, along with the solar EPC business. Rupesh Sankhe, vice president with
Elara Capital says, “We do not expect new
private sector capacity addition in the
thermal sector, and NTPC is also slowing
down capex in thermal generation.
Capital expenditure for renewables is lower on a MW basis —- at Rs 4 crore as
against Rs 5.5 crore for thermal."
Sinha adds that the returns from
renewables should be equal to or better
than that from thermal power generation.
Industry analysts agree that green energy
will offer stable returns over a 20 to 25year horizon.
Among foreign companies invested in
India, Sembcorp Energy India Ltd (SEIL)
is sticking to its global carbon target and
measures for sustainability. Vipul Tuli,
managing director, SEIL, told Business
Standard: “The recent successful commissioning of the entire 800MW of generation
capacity, won in our three SECI wind projects, is an example of our focus on renewables. With this, Sembcorp now has the
largest operational capacity of SECI wind
projects in India.”
However, Tuli said that the next level
of renewable energy growth in India
would require a fresh set of reforms.
“These will need to recognise the true cost
of renewables by making subsidies explicit, since the policy of passing on the costs
of interstate transmission and intermittency onto conventional generators and
Discoms now appears to have run its
course,” he said.

Dinesh Khara...
In his career spanning 36 years, he has

the plea said that the top court
failed to appreciate that the
Union government had adequate time to establish at least
one centre for every district
for NEET (UG) and JEE
(Mains) rather than having
several centres in one district.
The petition said mere
fact that lakhs of students
have registered for the exam
is not indicative of their consent or their willingness or
their desire to attend physical exams.
It said the August 17 order
is “cryptic, non-speaking”
and does not discuss various
aspects and complexities
involved in a matter of this
magnitude.
The plea said that only
two reasons given by the

handled assignments in all facets of commercial banking, such as retail credit,
SME/corporate credit, deposit mobilisation, international banking operations,
and branch management.
He played a crucial role in merging five
associate banks and Bhartiya Mahila Bank
with SBI.

Covid provisions...
Kankani said it was the oil and gas sector
that took the biggest hit on impairment
loss, and loss on the year-end valuation
of inventory.
Companies value assets based on how
much they are expected to earn for the
business. With demand declining, many
units were expected to earn less. Value of
the asset, thus, reduces accordingly. This
is referred to as impairment loss, which
oil and gas firms have had to book.
The oil and gas sector could see some
reversal in losses once the situation normalises, says Pankaj Pandey, head
(research) at the retail arm of ICICI
Securities (ICICIdirect). “Some improvement in profitability is expected in the
current quarter itself,” he said.
Abhimanyu Sofat, head (research) at
IIFL Securities, said the situation for a lot
of lenders has improved. There is more
liquidity in the market and analysts had
feared worse. Others are more cautious.
Swapnil Pawar, founder of Asqi
Advisors, said there was a disconnect
between equity markets and the real
economy, where the situation remains
serious even though liquidity has
improved. There is uncertainty over the
position firms might find themselves in,
regarding the ability to repay creditors,
according to him. “Solvency is anybody’s
guess,” he said.

RBI holds rein...
“The positive takeaway is that a devolvement gets funded at reasonably lower cost
and a few of those may not impact sentiment but carry an implicit signal that
higher yields are a temporary feature,”
Gurumurthy said.
A senior bond trader said such total
devolvement had never happened. The
government’s plan to borrow a record ~12
trillion has disrupted the market dynamics where there is no longer a distinction
between the benchmark 10-year and other bonds. In its last auction a fortnight
ago, too, the benchmark had devolved
partially.
“It is almost as if the RBI doesn’t need
the bond market, and the investors don’t
need the bonds. It is a bit bizarre when
you retire a benchmark 10-year bond in
three months and back-to-back the
replacement benchmark gets devolved,”
said the dealer.
In Business Standard’s webinar series
Unlock BFSI 2.O, RBI Governor
Shaktikanta Das defended the central
bank’s record in keeping money market
rates low. The governor said the 250-basis
point cuts in policy rates since February
last year had transmitted fully in the bond
market, and the “yields have moved up
only in the last fortnight” because of statements from major global central banks.
Das stated that being the government’s
money manager, the RBI would ensure
the borrowing programme sailed through
and it would be done in a non-disruptive
manner.
“As RBI, our endeavour is to ensure all
segments of the financial markets, including the bond and the currency markets,
function in an efficient and stable manner. We are constantly watchful, extreme-

court — life must go on and
students should not lose an
academic year — do not constitute an authoritative and
comprehensive
judicial
scrutiny of the issue.
It said that apex court's
observation that “Life Must
Go On” may have very sound
philosophical
underpinnings but cannot be a substitute for valid legal reasoning
and logical analysis of the
various aspects involved in
the conduct of the NEET UG
and JEE exams.
“It is submitted that if the
impugned order dated August
17, 2020 is not reviewed then
grave and irreparable harm
and injury would befall on the
student community of our
country and not only will the
health, welfare and safety of
the
students/candidates
appearing for the NEET/JEE
examinations would stand
imperilled but also the public
health at large would be in
severe jeopardy in these
Covid-19 pandemic times,”
the plea said.
The petition said that as
per the NIA press release,
approximately 9.53 lakhs and
15.97 lakhs students have been
registered for JEE (Main) and
NEET (UG) 2020 respectively.
The plea said that JEE
Mains is slated to be conducted over 660 exam centres with
9.53 lakhs students appearing
for it, roughly 1,443 students
per centre.

ly watchful, and as and when we anticipate emerging situations, we will deal with
it,” the governor said. The RBI’s refusal to
sell bonds during Friday’s actions was in
line with that philosophy.
“So far this year, there have been 17
auctions wherein the amount was greater
than the notified sum aggregating
~66,000 crore,” noted Madan Sabnavis,
chief economist of CARE Ratings.
Rupee
The rupee rose to nearly a six-month high
of 73.40 a dollar.
“The fund flow has been robust in
India, leading to the RBI’s foreign
exchange reserves swelling. The RBI has
briefly stopped buying dollars and let the
rupee appreciate, keeping in mind the
greenback’s weakness globally. The yuan
and yen have risen and the rupee closely
tracks them,” said Satyajit Kanjilal, managing director of Forexserve.
He expects the rupee to strengthen to
68 by June next year.
“The dollar index (at 92.22) is at a year’s
low, and the rupee is not as strong as other
currencies. So, it should continue to
appreciate and could reach 72.80-72.50
against the dollar,” said Pramit
Brahmbhatt, head of Veracity.
According to Rahul Gupta, head of
research (currency) at Emkay Global
Financial Services, risk appetite globally
still remains in place due to the ample liquidity infusion from major central banks
as well as the Fed.
Sooner or later, the RBI will come back
to the spot market and intervene. For now,
it seems to be focused on the forwards
markets. According to Abhishek Goenka,
managing director and chief executive
officer of IFA Global, nationalised banks
are “relentlessly paying forwards on
behalf of the RBI. The RBI has been buying dollars in the spot market and sterilising the liquidity infused as a result by
swapping the USD forward i.e. doing a
sell-buy swap.”

RIL deal...
RIL is believed to have asked banks to take
a haircut of up to 40 per cent on Future’s
exposure worth ~12,000 crore. The banks’
exposure to the promoter entities of the
Future group is another ~11,970 crore. The
deal news has already pushed up the
group’s stocks with market capitalisation
of Future companies crossing ~14,000
crore on Friday.
Reliance has also asked Future vendors to take a steep haircut of around 40
per cent on their past dues, sources said.
Some of the top Indian consumer products companies including ITC and HUL
are suppliers to Future retail stores.
Several vendors have complained that
they have not been paid their dues since
early this year.
In fact, Indian lenders want the transactions to close before the moratorium
ends on August 31. The Future group
companies had availed of the Covid-19
pandemic
moratorium
package
announced by the Reserve Bank of India
in March.
According to the plan made by the
lenders and RIL, all Future Group listed
companies will be merged into Future
Enterprises. RIL will then invest ~8,500
crore in the merged entity.
During due diligence, RIL asked the
Future Group for details about contracts
relating to the properties, licences and
statutory approvals required, along with
organisation chart describing reporting
lines and number of staff in each division,
sources close to the development said.
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NOTICE OF 44TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING,
E-VOTING AND BOOK CLOSURE
Notice is hereby given that the 44th Annual General Meeting (“AGM”) of the
members of Jagran Prakashan Limited (“the Company”) will be held on
Wednesday, September 23, 2020 at 12:00 Noon through Video Conferencing
(VC) / Other Audio Visual Means (OAVM), in compliance with all the applicable
provisions of the Companies Act, 2013 (“the Act”) and the Rules made thereunder
and the Securities and Exchange Board of India (Listing Obligations and
Disclosure Requirements) Regulations, 2015 (“the Listing Regulations”), read with
General Circular No. 14/2020 dated April 08, 2020, General Circular No. 17/2020
dated April 13, 2020 and General Circular No. 20/2020 dated May 5, 2020, and
other applicable circulars issued by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs (“MCA”) and
SEBI (collectively referred to as “relevant circulars”), to transact the businesses
as set out in the Notice of the AGM dated July 31, 2020 (“the Notice”). Members
participating through the VC / OAVM facility shall be reckoned for the purpose of
quorum under Section 103 of the Companies Act, 2013.
In compliance with the relevant circulars, the Notice setting out the businesses
to be transacted at the AGM and Annual Report of the Company for the financial
year 2019-20 have been sent through electronic mode on Friday, August 28, 2020
to those shareholders, whose e-mail addresses are registered with the Company
/ Company’s Registrar and Share Transfer Agent, KFin Technologies Private
Limited (“KFintech”) or Depositories. The aforesaid documents are also available
on the Company’s website at www.jplcorp.in and on the website of the Stock
Exchanges, i.e., BSE Limited at www.bseindia.com and National Stock Exchange
of India Limited at www.nseindia.com, and on the website of KFintech at https://
evoting.kfintech.com.
Instructions for remote e-voting and e-voting during AGM:
Pursuant to the applicable provisions of the Act, Listing Regulations and Secretarial
Standard-2 on General Meetings, each as amended, the Company is pleased to
provide to its members, the facility to exercise their right to vote electronically,
through e-voting services provided by KFintech from a place other than the venue
of the AGM (“remote e-voting”), on all resolutions as set out in the Notice. Further,
the facility for voting through electronic voting system will also be made available
at the AGM and members attending the AGM who have not cast their vote(s) by
remote e-voting will be able to vote at the AGM.
Information and instructions including details of user id and password relating
to e-voting have been sent to the members through e-mail. The same login
credentials should be used for attending the AGM through VC / OAVM.
The manner of remote e-voting and voting at AGM by members holding shares in
dematerialized mode, physical mode and for members who have not registered
their email addresses is provided in the Notice of the AGM and is also available
on the website of the Company: www.jplcorp.in and on the website of the Stock
Exchanges, i.e., BSE Limited and National Stock Exchange of India Limited at
www.bseindia.com and www.nseindia.com respectively, and on the website of
KFintech, at https://evoting.kfintech.com
The members of the Company are further informed as follows:
a) The remote e-voting will commence on Friday, September 18, 2020 (9:00 a.m.
IST) and ends on Tuesday, September 22, 2020 (5:00 p.m. IST). The e-voting
module shall be disabled by KFintech after 05:00 P.M. (IST) on September 22,
2020.
b) The voting rights of the Members shall be in proportion to the equity shares held
by them in the paid-up equity share capital of the Company as on Saturday,
September 12, 2020 (“cut-off date”).
c) In case a person has become the Member of the Company after the dispatch
of this Notice but on or before the cut-off date may obtain the User ID and
password in the manner as provided in the Notice of the AGM, which is
available on Company’s website and KFintech’s website.
d) Facility for e-voting shall also be made available at the AGM. Members
attending the AGM, who have not already cast their vote by remote e-voting
shall be able to exercise their right at the AGM.
e) Members who have cast their vote by remote e-voting may also attend the
AGM, but shall not be allowed to vote again at the AGM.
f) Any person whose name is recorded in the Register of Members or in the
Register of Beneficial Ownership maintained by the depositories as on the cutoff date only, shall be entitled to avail the facility of remote e-voting as well as
voting at the AGM.
g) In case of any query and/or grievance, in respect of voting by electronic means,
Members may refer to the Help & FrequentlyAsked Questions (FAQs) and E-voting
user manual available at the download section of https://evoting.kfintech.com
(KFintech’s Website) or contact Ms. C Shobha Anand (Unit: Jagran Prakashan
Limited) of KFIN Technologies Private Limited, Selenium Tower B, Plot 31-32,
Gachibowli, Financial District, Nanakramguda, Hyderabad - 500 032 or at
evoting@kfintech.com or phone no. 040–6716 2222 or call KFintech’s toll-free
No. 1-800-34-54-001 for any further clarification.
h) Mr. Adesh Tandon, Practising Company Secretary has been appointed as the
Scrutinizer, for conducting the e-voting in a fair and transparent manner.
i) The results on resolutions shall be declared not later than 48 hours from the
conclusion of the AGM and the resolutions will be deemed to be passed on
the AGM date subject to receipt of the requisite number of votes in favor of the
resolutions.
j) The results declared along with the Scrutinizer’s Report will be available on the
corporate website of the Company, www.jplcorp.in and on KFintech’s website
at https://evoting.kfintech.com and communicated to BSE Limited and National
Stock Exchange of India Limited.
Notice is further given that the Register of Members and Share Transfer Books of
the Company will remain closed from Sunday, September 13, 2020 to Wednesday,
September 23, 2020 (both days inclusive) for the purpose of the AGM.
For Jagran Prakashan Limited
Sd/(Amit Jaiswal)
Company Secretary and Compliance Officer
Membership No.: F5863
Date: August 28, 2020
Place: Kanpur
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